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End-to-end simulation of adaptive optics (AO) systems allows high-fidelity modeling of system performance,
but at the cost of long computation time. Analytical modeling, on the other hand, can provide much faster
first-order performance estimates for a rapid exploration of the AO parameter space. In this paper, we present
the foundations of a modeling method for the AO optical transfer function, based on an analytical description
of the residual phase spatial power spectrum. The method has been implemented in an IDL-based code, PAOLA,
and comparison with end-to-end simulations demonstrates the validity of the analytical approach.
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. INTRODUCTION
imulation tools are critically important for the develop-
ent of adaptive optics (AO). They serve a wide range of

urposes, including assisting with the design of a new
ystem, debugging an existing system, or predicting the
easibility of a science program on a given system. How-
ver, all these applications do not require the same level
f accuracy in the results, and therefore the same degree
f fidelity in the modeling.

High-fidelity modeling is usually based on numerical
ethods: The physical properties of each element of the
O system are modeled numerically and can be repre-
ented as a block, with one or several inputs/outputs and
ne or several parameters. For example, the wavefront
ensor (WFS) block takes a phase map as input, produces
set of measurements as output and has several param-

ters, e.g., those specifying the number of subapertures,
he pixel size of the detector, etc. Then, the simulation
inks all the blocks together and executes them sequen-
ially. This approach can potentially model all the optical
ffects from the source to be observed to the focal plane of
he science instrument, and is therefore sometimes called
nd-to-end (E2E) simulation. Since some blocks are sto-
hastic in nature, for example the simulation of atmo-
pheric turbulence, the whole simulation has to be iter-
ted over many time steps, where new realizations of the
tochastic processes are computed for each time step. This
s called the Monte Carlo (MC) approach. In order to gen-
rate results that are characteristic of the system under
tudy, many iterations have to be completed, and the re-
ults for all the iterations analyzed statistically. For ex-
mple, the end result of one iteration is usually an instan-
aneous point-spread function (PSF), and by averaging
everal seconds’ worth of instantaneous PSF, one gets an
stimate of the long-exposure PSF characteristic of the
erformance of the AO system. With this type of method,
he full statistical description of the PSF is in fact avail-
ble, including all the statistical moments of the complex
lectromagnetic field, which can be very useful for special-
zed applications such as coronagraphy.

It is worth noting in this framework of high-fidelity,
2E MC methods, that the actual level of modeling of
ach component can vary greatly. For example, the WFS
an be modeled using either geometrical optics or diffrac-
ion optics, the latter being more accurate, but more com-
utationally intensive. So, several simulation codes ex-
loring different complexity trade-offs have been
roposed in the past (see Le Louarn1 for a review). How-
ver, all these codes have in common that, for a given
evel of modeling, their computational complexity in-
reases greatly with the size of the AO system (i.e., num-
er of actuators). Astronomical AO systems for the cur-
ent generation of 8 m telescopes typically require from a
ew hundred to a few thousand actuators. Computing a
ingle long-exposure PSF for such a system using a few
econds worth of AO simulated data can already take sev-
ral hours on a high-end personal computer. The ongoing
tudies for the next generation of telescopes �30–100 m�
ay require days for the computation of a single PSF,
hich is clearly impractical unless some parallelization

chemes are implemented.
Analytical modeling approaches are interesting alter-
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atives to numerical modeling. The objective here is to
ompute directly the long exposure PSF or/and its second-
rder statistics (see for instance Fusco and Conan2) using
nalytical expressions without requiring any iteration.
nly first-order modeling is possible; however, the compu-

ational complexity is much reduced. In fact, there are
any applications for which high-fidelity modeling is not

mportant, but computation time is critical. This is the
ase, for example, when doing the initial design of an AO
ystem, where the AO parameter space (number of actua-
ors, number of guide stars, sampling time, etc) has to be
xplored quickly in order to make the initial trade-offs.
ore complex modeling through numerical methods can

e used afterwards, but only in a few promising cases.
In this paper, we present a method for the analytical
odeling of the long-exposure, AO-corrected optical

ransfer function (OTF) from which the long-exposure,
O-corrected PSF can be obtained via a single numerical
ourier transform. Our approach follows a preliminary
erivation from Rigaut et al.3 that we later expanded in
wo dimensions4 in order to model the two-dimensional
tructure of the PSF, not just its one-dimensional average
rofile. The method is based on the modeling of the re-
idual AO-corrected, phase spatial power spectrum from
hich, as we will show, a good approximation of the long-
xposure OTF can be calculated. In this preliminary
ork, though, correlation between anisoplanatism and

ervo-lag AO error was not taken into account, nor was
he two-dimensional structure of the WFS aliasing error.
hese issues are addressed and solved in this paper.
The main objective of this paper is to present the prin-

iple of the phase spatial power-spectrum method, its as-
umptions and limitations. As a support to the demon-
tration of the method, we develop here the simplest AO
ystem mode: single deformable mirror (DM) with square
ctuator geometry, single natural guide star (NGS), and a
hack–Hartmann type WFS in an open-loop configura-
ion. This model already includes the five most fundamen-
al limits of any NGS-based AO system: fitting error, WFS
liasing, angular anisoplanatism, servo-lag, and WFS
oise. On this theoretical basis, it is possible to develop
ore sophisticated modeling, including for instance

losed-loop AO, laser-guide-star AO, etc. Actually, some of
hese new developments have already been published [see
or instance ground-layer AO (GLAO) spatial power spec-
rum modeling by Tokovinin5 and Jolissaint et al.6 and
egmented telescope active optics modeling in the spatial
requency domain by Jolissaint and Lavigne7], but with-
ut discussion of the principle of the power spectrum
ethod. We hope the current paper will provide such a

eference analysis. It is worth noting that Ellerbroek8

ery recently published an interesting description of AO
odeling in the linear and spatial frequency domain, as
e do here, but using a different formulation and a some-
hat more sophisticated approach.
In Sections 2 and 3, we show the relationship between

he long-exposure OTF and the residual phase spatial
ower spectrum (PS). In Section 4, we derive the analyti-
al model of the phase PS for the classical AO configura-
ion introduced above. In section 5, we present PAOLA
Performance of Adaptive Optics for Large or Little Aper- c
ures), an IDL-based code that implements our method
nd that has already been used for several studies.9–14

. OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION OF
ELESCOPE WITH ADAPTIVE OPTICS

n this section, we explain how the long-exposure OTF of
he system “telescope and adaptive optics” �TSC+AO� is
alculated from the product of the AO and telescope
TFs. This topic has already been addressed by Conan15

nd Véran,16 but we revisit it here in the context of our
nalytical model, including static aberrations.
The instantaneous phase can be written as the sum of a

tatic �̄ and a zero-mean, space-time-dependent turbulent
erm ��

��r,t� = �̄�r� + ���r,t�. �1�

he OTF of an optical system is given by the phasor au-
ocorrelation in the pupil. So it becomes, for the TSC
AO, long-exposure OTF (the time average of the instan-

aneous OTF),

OTFsys�f� =
1

Sp
� �

R2
�exp�i����r,t� − ���r + �,t���	t

� exp�i��̄�r� − �̄�r + ����P�r�P�r + ��d2r,

�2�

here the frequency in the focal plane is associated with
position in the pupil plane through f=� /�, � being the

ptical wavelength. P�r� is the pupil transmission mask
1 in the pupil, 0 outside) and Sp the pupil area. We as-
ume here that the amplitude fluctuations of the electro-
agnetic field are negligible within the pupil, as if the

hase-turbulent perturbation were occurring so close to
he pupil that the amplitude change due to Fresnel propa-
ation can be neglected. This so-called “near-field approxi-
ation” is very common in AO, and can be proved to be

atisfactory in most cases.17 With the assumption that the
ime-variable component of the phase �� has Gaussian
tatistics, which is a good assumption even in the case of
n AO-corrected residual phase, it can be shown17 that
he time average can be moved into the exponential, to
et

OTFsys�f� =
1

Sp
� �

R2
exp�− 1/2�F�

2�r,�,t�	t�

� exp�i��̄�r� − �̄�r + ����P�r�P�r + ��d2r,

�3�

here F��r ,� , t�
��r , t�−��r+� , t� defines the statistical
ncrement of the turbulent phase.18

. Turbulent Phase Optical Transfer Function
ocally, the turbulent phase (no AO correction) can be
onsidered stationary. So, the increment will depend only
n the distance � between two points, and not on the ab-
olute location r of these points: F��r ,� , t�=F��� , t�. In
his case, we can define a variance for the statistical in-

rement, which is commonly called the structure function,
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D���� 
 �F�
2��,t�	t, �4�

ere the phase structure function. As the turbulent phase
s isotropic, only the modulus of � is of importance, and it
an be shown17 that

D���� = 6.883877��/r0�5/3, �5�

here r0 is the Fried parameter,19 a measure of the coher-
nt scale of the turbulent phase at the given wavelength.
s a consequence, the exponential of the structure func-

ion can be removed from the integral, Eq. (3), and we ob-
ain

OTFsys�f� = exp�− D���f�/2�
1

Sp
� �

R2
exp�i��̄�r�

− �̄�r + �f���P�r�P�r + �f�d2r

= OTFatm��f��OTFtsc�f�, �6�

o that the final OTF is given as a product of two compo-
ents: The first one carries the second-order statistic of
he zero-mean turbulent phase, and defines the turbulent
tmosphere OTFatm; the second one, the static OTFtsc,
arries the contribution of the telescope (diffraction limit
nd static aberrations) and the science instrument (CCD
TF, for instance). The fact that the OTF can be split this
ay makes it very simple to compute the long-exposure
SF for a given telescope.

. Adaptive-Optics-Corrected Phase Optical Transfer
unction
n the AO-corrected case, the phase is not stationary in
he pupil,15 so the location dependence r in the increment
nd in the AO-corrected structure function remains

�
ao�r ,��= �F�r ,� , t�	. A �-dependent-only structure func-

ion cannot be defined. So, if we want to split the global
TF between an AO and a telescope component, we have
o choice but to assume that the phase is corrected homo-
eneously everywhere in the R2 plane, as if the DM were
nfinitely large. In that approximation, the corrected
hase is stationary, and it is possible to define a structure
unction that is a function only of the separation vector
etween points in the telescope pupil. Unlike the noncor-
ected case, though, this stationary structure function,
hich we will write D�

���� [r average of D�
ao�r ,�� within

he pupil], is not necessarily isotropic: One can consider
or instance the case of an off-axis correction, better in the
irection of the NGS than in the perpendicular direction.
emoving the structure-function exponential from the in-

egral Eq. (3), we can now write the system’s OTF as

OTFsys�f� � exp�− D�
���f�/2�

1

Sp
� �

R2
exp�i��̄�r�

− �̄�r + �f���P�r�P�r + �f�d2r

= OTFado�f�OTFtsc�f�. �7�

hat is the effect of this stationarity assumption? Equa-
ion (7) implies that we approximate the average of the
xponential of D�

ao�r ,�� by the exponential of the average

�
����. Using Jensen’s inequality20—which states that for
convex function f (as the exponential is), the function of
he average of an interval �a ,b� is always smaller than
he average of the function in this interval, i.e.,
���a ,b�	�� ��f�a� , f�b��	—we find that the total OTF given
n Eq. (7) underestimates the real OTF. Using numerical
imulation, Véran21 basically found the same result. He
ound also that the OTF error increases with the focal
lane angular frequency and with D /r0 but decreases
ith the order of correction, and that the absolute error,

n the worst case, is of the order of 0.02 on the Strehl ra-
io. So, we think it is reasonable, keeping in mind the ob-
ective of our model, to accept this approximation.

. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHASE
TRUCTURE FUNCTION AND PHASE
OWER SPECTRUM

n developing Eq. (4), it happens that the phase structure
unction is related to the phase autocorrelation18 B�,

����=2�B��0�−B�����. Now, as the phase autocorrelation
s the Fourier transform (FT) of the phase PS, it is easy to
how that

D���� = 2� �
R2

�1 − cos�2�f · ���	�����f�d2f, �8�

here 	���� denotes the phase spatial PS. This equality
s of general use, and applies either to the turbulent
hase or the AO-corrected phase (assuming stationarity).
The AO structure function can be computed by numeri-

al integration of Eq. (8) [via fast Fourier transform
FFT)] once an analytical expression for the phase PS is
nown. Then the system total OTF can be computed us-
ng Eq. (6) or Eq. (7). The central point of the analytical
pproach is then the calculation of the residual phase
patial PS, 	����. We develop this in Section 4.

. ADAPTIVE OPTICS RESIDUAL PHASE
OWER SPECTRUM

n this section, we develop the calculation of the residual
hase PS in two dimensions, following the same proce-
ure as Rigaut et al.3 did for the one-dimensional case.
ote that only the zero-average, residual turbulent phase

� is of interest here; the static phase is taken into ac-
ount in the telescope OTF.

. Principle of the Power Spectrum Method
he fundamental equation of AO is our starting point:

��r�r,�,t� = ��a�r,�,t� − ��a
˜�r,0,t�, �9�

eaning that the residual of the corrected phase ��r is
iven, when looking in a field direction angle �, by the dif-
erence between the atmospheric turbulent phase ��a
een in that direction and the on-axis turbulent phase es-
imated from the on-axis NGS, ��a

˜ . The fundamental lim-
ts of AO systems make this residual phase nonzero, and
ve components can be identified: First, the WFS has a
nite spatial sampling, set by the subaperture size 
WFS
s seen from the pupil plane, so spatial frequencies above
he WFS Nyquist frequency fWFS= �2
WFS�−1 are not
ensed, and cannot be corrected. Now, even if the WFS
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oes not have such a limitation, the DM will be able to
orrect only the phase fluctuations below its cutoff fre-
uency fDM= �2
DM�−1, where 
DM is the actuator pitch, as
een from the pupil plane. As a consequence, the highest
patial frequency the AO system will be able to correct is
efined by the minimum of both WFS and DM cutoff fre-
uencies. In most systems, though, the subaperture size
atches the DM actuator pitch, and we have 
WFS=
DM
�. Here, we will assume this is the case, and will define

he cutoff frequency of the AO system with fAO= �2��−1.
lso, we will assume that the filtering is a perfect high-
ass: complete filtering below fAO, and complete transmis-
ion above. These uncorrected high spatial frequencies
re transmitted to the output of the AO system, and make
or the first and larger error term, frequently referred to
s the fitting error. Second, the non-sensed high spatial
requencies (above fAO) are aliased in the low-frequency
omain of the WFS, making for the second most impor-
ant source of error, the phase aliasing error. Third, to get
good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on the phase measure-
ent, the WFS has to sense for a certain integration time
t, which is a trade-off between getting enough NGS pho-

ons and not averaging too much the phase high-temporal
uctuations. In other words, the integration time is cho-
en to minimize the added contributions of the WFS noise
nd time averaging. Moreover, the reading of the WFS
CD, the phase reconstruction, and the DM’s surface up-
ate takes some time (roughly one sampling period), cre-
ting a time lag between phase measurement and correc-
ion. The phase error term associated with both time
veraging and time lag is called the servo-lag error. The
ourth error term is naturally due to the WFS noise, and
s called the noise error. Finally, as turbulence is highly
nisoplanatic (the isoplanatic patch is of the order of a
ew arc seconds in the visible wavelengths), there will be
n isoplanatic error for off-axis science targets. Of course,
here might be other unexpected sources of residual phase
rrors (vibrations, for instance) but these are not due to
he fundamental limits of AO systems, and can be
voided, in principle, by a proper design of the system. We
ill then not consider these potential sources of error in

his paper, even though it is certainly possible to model
ome of them analytically.

The time sequence of the AO loop is split in a WFS in-
egration time 
t, immediately followed by a delay � due
o WFS reading and phase reconstruction. So the phase is
orrected at a time 
t+� after the beginning of the WFS
easure. As the ideal scheme would be to apply the cor-

ection in the middle of the integration time, the total
ervo lag is tl=
t /2+�.

Let us write M as the measurement operator in the pu-
il plane. Its exact formulation depends on the WFS type,
ut for now we can keep a general notation. The measure
�r , t� is the application of M on the phase averaged over

he integration time, plus the WFS noise �r , t�:

m�r,t� = M 1


t�−
t/2


t/2

��a�r,0,t� + t − tl�dt�� + �r,t�

= M���a�r,0,t�� + �r,t�, �10�

here the overline represents the average over the WFS
ntegration time 
t of the time-lagged phase. Note that
his finite time average should not be confused with the
xposure time average, which is defined here for the full
O exposure time, assumed infinite. Finally, the WFS
easure is sent to the reconstructor R to get an estima-

ion of the on-axis turbulent phase (recall that we assume
n on-axis NGS and an off-axis science target):

��a
˜�r,0,t� = R�M���a�r,0,t��� + R��r,t��. �11�

Now the phase, whatever its origin, can be written as a
ourier decomposition, where the coefficients are given by

he phase FT, ��̂�f , t�, and the basis functions by the infi-
ite set of complex exponentials, exp�2�i�xfx+yfy��:

���r,t� =� �
R2

��̂�f,t�exp�2�i�xfx + yfy��d2f. �12�

he space vector defined by the set of the complex expo-
entials can be split into two subspaces: a low-frequency
LF) one associated with the spatial frequencies the AO
ystem can correct, below fAO, and a high-frequency (HF)
ne associated with the spatial frequencies the system
annot correct, above fAO.

Let us decompose the phase into its projection onto
hese two subspaces: ��LF defines the LF component,
�HF the HF one:

�� = ��LF + ��HF. �13�

plitting the atmospheric phase into its two components
ccording to Eq. (13), and inserting it into the fundamen-
al equation of AO, Eq. (9), it becomes, with Eq. (11)

��r�r,�,t� = ��LF,a�r,�,t� + ��HF,a�r,�,t�

− R�M����LF,a + ��HF,a��r,0,t��� − R��r,t��.

�14�

ere comes another model assumption: The reconstructor
s able to reconstruct perfectly the LF term of the phase
rom its measurement mLF=M���LF�, allowing us to
rite

R�mLF� = R�M���LF�� = ��LF. �15�

he application of the measurement operator M on both
�LF and the noise is separated, and the aliasing term in-
olves only the HF term ��HF. This assumption is then
uite reasonable. By use of Eq. (15), Eq. (14) can now be
ritten as the sum of five terms (the five errors intro-
uced above:

�16�

here we have subtracted and added the on-axis LF
hase to make the anisoplanatism and the servo-lag
erms appear individually. The first term on the right-
and side of Eq. (16) is the fitting error �� (high fre-
HF,a
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uency); the second term is the phase anisoplanatism
�LF,�; the third term is the phase servo lag ��LF,s; the
ourth term is the phase aliasing ��LF,HF, and the last
erm is the phase noise ��LF,n. The latter four terms are
ow-frequency ones.

Let us now develop the residual phase PS. It is defined
y the modulus square of the residual phase FT, averaged
ver the (infinite) exposure time:

	���r��f� = ����̂r�f,�,t��2	 = ����̂HF,a�f,�,t��2	

+ ����̂LF,��f,�,t��2	 + ����̂LF,s�f,0,t��2	

+ ����̂LF,HF�f,0,t��2	 + ����̂LF,n�f,t��2	 + CS.

�17�

et us analyze the cross-spectrum (CS) terms. First, we
ote that among the ten possible CS terms, those includ-

ng the noise term vanish, because the noise is in prin-
iple not correlated with the other phase terms. Second,
s we have split the spatial frequency space into two dis-
inct LF and HF domains, products between LF and HF
pectra do not overlap, so they automatically vanish. So
o the associated CS terms. Finally, only the correlation
etween anisoplanatism and servo lag is left:

CS = ���̂LF,��f,�,t���̂LF,s
* �f,0,t�	

+ ���̂LF,�
* �f,�,t���̂LF,s�f,0,t�	, �18�

here � denotes complex conjugation. In the following
ubsections, we derive the expressions for the individual
S of each of the five error terms, plus the aniso–servo
S.

. Power Spectrum Models of the Piston-Filtered
urbulent Phase
e recall here the expressions for the most commonly

sed turbulent phase PS: the Kolmogorov model, which
olds for an infinite extension of the turbulence at every
cale from zero to the infinite,

K	���a��f � = 0.0229r0
−5/3f −11/3, �19�

nd the Hill–Andrew model (an improvement of the Von
arman model), which takes into account the effect of
oth the outer and inner scales �L0 , l0� of turbulence:22

HA	���a��f � = 0.0229r0
−5/3�f 2 + 1/L0

2�−11/6

��1 + 3.43fl0 + 0.538�fl0�7/6�

�exp�− 3.625f 2l0
2�. �20�

he PS for individual layers can be written by replacing
he global Fried parameter r0 by the layer’s value. Note
hat the phase average over the entrance pupil of the tele-
cope (the piston mode) cannot be seen by the AO system,
nd does not participate in image formation. Conse-
uently, such a mode must be filtered out by simple mul-
iplication of the turbulent phase PS with the piston
lter23
Fp�f � = 1 − �2J1��Df �

�Df �2

, �21�

here D is the telescope pupil diameter.

. Fitting-Error Power Spectrum
ccording to our assumption, the AO system is able to cor-
ect perfectly the phase aberrations at every spatial fre-
uency below fAO, and reflects the HF phase to the output
f the system. The PS of the HF phase (fitting error) is
hen simply the truncated, piston-filtered, turbulent
hase PS (any model M) set to zero in the low-spatial-
requency domain:

	���HF,a��f� = �HF�f �Fp�f �M	���a��f �, �22�

here the mask �HF is 1 for frequencies above fAO and 0
lsewhere. For the particular case of a Shack–Hartmann
nd DM with square lenslets/actuators geometry, the LF
omain is defined by �fx� , �fy�� fAO (a square); other WFS
eometry will give other LF domain boundaries (for in-
tance, a disk for a curvature-sensing WFS). Here, a
quare geometry will be considered.

. Anisoplanatism Power Spectrum
et us define ��a�h� as the phase aberration due to a tur-
ulent layer at an altitude h relative to the entrance pu-
il. As seen from the pupil plane, at an angle � from the
ptical axis (science object position in the field), this
hase aberration becomes ��a�r ,� , t�=��a�h��r+h� , t�. If
here are N turbulent layers, the total atmospheric phase
berration becomes

��a�r,�,t� = �
n=1

N

��a�hn��r + hn�,t�. �23�

ow, we can compute the FT of the phase anisoplanatism
�LF,�. With Eq. (23), and using the shift theorem of the
T, it becomes:

��̂LF,��f,�,t� = �
n=1

N

��̂LF,a�hn��f,t��exp�2�ihnf · �� − 1�,

�24�

rom which we can get the angular anisoplanatism PS
using the assumption that the turbulent layers are inde-
endent):

	���LF,���f,�� = 2�LF�f�Fp�f ��
n=1

N
M	���a�hn���f �

��1 − cos�2�hnf · ���, �25�

here the mask �LF=1−�HF is 1 for �fx� , �fy�� fAO and 0
lsewhere, and where M	���a�hn�� is the turbulent-phase
S of layer n (Subsection 4.B).

. Servo-Lag Power Spectrum
e compute now the PS of the phase servo lag ��LF,s. Let

s assume that the time scale of the turbulent flow dy-
amical evolution is much longer than the total time lag
f our AO system. With the assumption that the turbu-
ence is stratified in N independent horizontal layers, the
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hase at each layer output can be seen as a frozen screen
ropagated horizontally at constant velocity and direction
cross the telescope beam—the so-called Taylor hypoth-
sis. Projected in the pupil plane, a � time-shifted phase
t altitude h can be seen as the same phase spatially
hifted in the direction backward to the wind, −v, by the
istance crossed during the time � :��a�h��r , t+��
��a�h��r−v�h�� , t�. For N layers, the total phase aberra-

ion in the pupil plane becomes

��a�r,t + �� = �
n=1

N

��a�hn��r − v�hn��,t�. �26�

ow, we can compute the FT of ��LF,s. From its definition
n Eq. (16), it becomes

��̂LF,s�f,t� = ��̂LF,a�f,t� − F���LF,a�r,t��. �27�

et us develop the time-lag-shifted term of Eq. (27). We
rst replace the time-lagged-shifted phase �� by its defi-
ition in Eq. (10). Then, by use of Eq. (26) and the shift
heorem of the FT, it becomes:

F���LF,a�r,t�� = �
n=1

N

��̂LF,a�hn��f,t��
−
t/2


t/2

�exp�− 2�i�t� − tl�f · v�hn��dt�. �28�

ealizing that the integral over ±
t /2 is in fact a time-
omain FT of the door function ��t� /
t�, we find

F���LF,a�r,t�� = �
n=1

N

��̂LF,a�hn��f,t�

�sinc�
tf · v�hn��exp�2�itlf · v�hn��.

�29�

inally, substituting Eq. (29) into Eq. (27), and using
�LF,a�f , t�=�n��̂LF,a�hn��f , t�, we find

��̂LF,s�f,t� = �
n=1

N

��̂LF,a�hn��f,t�

��1 − sinc�
tf · v�hn��exp�2�itlf · v�hn���,

�30�

rom which it is easy to compute the servo-lag PS:

	���LF,s��f � = �LF�f �Fp�f ��
n=1

N
M	���a�hn���f �

� �1 − 2 cos�2�tlf · v�hn��

�sinc�
tf · v�hn�� + sinc2�
tf · v�hn���.

�31�

. Total Aniso–Servo Power Spectrum
s we have seen above, anisoplanatism and servo-lag er-
ors are not independent, and their cross spectrum must
e taken into account. We will not give here the expres-
ion for this CS. It is instead much easier to compute the
otal PS of the combination of both effects, 	��� �
�,s
	���LF,��+	���LF,s�+CS, starting from Eq. (16), but
ithout the subtraction/addition of the on-axis LF phase.
e have

	����,s��f � = ����̂LF,a�f,�,t��2	 + ����
ˆ

LF,a�f,0,t��2	

− 2 Re����̂LF,a�f,�,t���
ˆ

LF,a
* �f,0,t�	�. �32�

sing Eq. (29), calculating the Fourier transform of Eq.
23), and assuming that the turbulent layers are indepen-
ent, we find

	����,s��f � = �LF�f �Fp�f��
n=1

N
M	���a�hn���f �

� „1 − 2 cos�2�f · �hn� − tlv�hn���

�sinc�
tf · v�hn�� + sinc2�
tf · v�hn��….

�33�

t is easy to see that Eq. (33) transforms into Eq. (25)
hen the integration time is null (no servo lag), and into
q. (31) when the science target is on-axis (no
nisoplanatism).

. Shack–Hartman Wavefront-Sensor-Measurement
perator M
o compute the other terms of the phase PS (aliasing and
oise), we need an explicit expression for the measure-
ent operator M, whose structure depends on the type of
FS. Here, we restrict the discussion to the Shack–
artman-wavefront-sensor (SH-WFS) case. Other types

f WFS can be chosen, though, using the same spatial fre-
uency approach to derive a measurement operator (see
or instance Verinaud24 for the pyramid WFS case).

The SH-WFS-measurement operator is a two-
omponent, two-dimension discrete distribution that
mplements the derivative of the phase in both x and y di-
ections, averaged over the lenslets area. Let us consider
he x component of the measurement. It may be written
s

mx�r� = M����r,t��x

=  ���

�x
�r,t� �

1

�2 ���x/����y/����III�r/��. �34�

The convolution with the “door-functions” product ex-
resses the averaging of the phase on square lenslets of
idth �, and the product with the comb function III ex-
resses the spatial sampling of the phase on a �-pitch
quare grid. In principle, we would multiply on the right
y the pupil transmission function P�r�, but as we are as-
uming here that the phase is homogeneously corrected
verywhere in the �x ,y� plane associated with the pupil
lane, it is equivalent to assume that the telescope diam-
ter is infinite, so this term is unnecessary. Now, let us
ompute the FT of Eq. (34). We find

m̂x�f,t� = �22�i�fx��̂�f,t�sinc��fx�sinc��fy�� � III��f�,

�35�

here the convolution with the comb function expresses
he repetition of the term in brackets in a regularly
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/�-spaced grid in the spatial frequency domain, and is
esponsible for the aliasing of the HF phase component
nto the LF domain �fx� , �fy�� fAO (which always occurs, as
he turbulent-phase PS is not bounded toward the high
patial frequencies). In the spatial frequency space, the
easure is then equivalent to the application—on the in-

tantaneous phase-amplitude spectrum—of the two-
omponent operator

M̂ 
 �22�i�f sinc��fx�sinc��fy�� � III��f�. �36�

. Shack–Hartman Wavefront-Sensor-Reconstruction
perator R
ow, we need an expression for the phase-reconstruction

perator, or reconstructor, in particular its FT, R̂. Basi-
ally, it must be equivalent to the inverse of the
easurement-operator FT, M̂, without the aliasing part

as the reconstructed phase is by definition in the LF
pace), and its exact formulation will depend on the re-
onstruction algorithm. Here, we will assume a least-
quare-estimate (LSE) algorithm. It will still be possible
o implement other algorithms, as long as practical ana-
ytical expressions are available, following the same pro-
edure as presented here. Note also that in our open-loop
pproach, temporal transfer functions are assumed to be
, and limited to the temporal frequency range �1/ �2
t�.
The LSE-reconstructed phase ��̃a is determined by the
inimization of the quadratic distance �2 between its own
easurement M���̃a�—but without WFS aliasing—and

he actual phase measurement m�r , t�= �mx�r , t� ;my�r , t��,
ubject to aliasing, WFS noise, and servo-lag error:

�2 = �mx�r,t� − M���˜

a�r,0,t��x�2

+ �my�r,t� − M���˜

a�r,0,t��y�2. �37�

f course, this minimization can also be done in the Fou-
ier space, and in that case we get the reconstructed
w
t

hase FT ��̃
ˆ

a instead: Replacing Eq. (37) by its FT coun-
erpart, and using Eq. (36) but without the III function,

e find, after differentiating �̂2 relative to ��̃
ˆ

a and setting
he result equal to zero,

��̃
ˆ

a�f,t� =
m̂x�f,t�fx + m̂y�f,t�fy

2�if2 sinc��fx�sinc��fy�
= R̂ · �m̂x�r,t�;m̂y�r,t��,

�38�

hich can be written as a dot product between the mea-
urement vector m̂�f , t� and a two-component function
epresenting the reconstructor in the spatial frequency
omain,

R̂ 
 f/�2�if 2 sinc��fx�sinc��fy��. �39�

ow, we have everything we need to compute the last
omponents of the residual phase PS, i.e., the WFS alias-
ng and noise PS.

. Wavefront-Sensor-Aliasing Power Spectrum
he phase aliasing error is defined in Eq. (16) as
�LF,HF=R�M���HF,a�� where we recall that the overline
epresents the processes of both time lagging and time av-
raging during the WFS integration. Let us now compute
ts FT. We first note that the time lagging and averaging
ransform here is exactly as in the phase servo-lag FT, Eq.
30),

��̂LF,HF�f,t� = �
n=1

N

F�RM���HF,a�hn��r,t���

�sinc�
tf · v�hn��exp�2�itlf · v�hn��,

�40�

nd is not affected by the aliasing, which makes sense:
FS aliasing is a geometrical process and does not affect

he dynamical properties of the phaselike time averaging/
hifting. Let us now develop the FT term within Eq. (40).
ith Eq. (36) and Eq. (39), it becomes
F�RM���HF,a�hn��� = �2�if 2 sinc��fx�sinc��fy��−1
„�2��fx��̂HF,a sinc��fx�sinc��fy�� � III��f��fx

+ �2��fy��̂HF,a sinc��fx�sinc��fy�� � III��f��fy…. �41�
he next step is to replace the comb function by its Dirac
istribution development,

III��f� =
1

�2 �
k,l=−�

+�

��fx −
k

�
,fy −

l

�
� �42�

nd with the equality
sinc��f�x,y� − �k,l��

sinc��f�x,y��
=

�− 1��k,l��f�x,y�

�f�x,y� − �k,l�
, �43�

hence we finally find for the aliasing amplitude spec-
rum
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��̂LF,HF�f,t�

= �LF�f�
fxfy

f2 �
n=1

N

�sinc�
tf · v�hn��exp�2�itlf · v�hn��

� �
k,l=−�

�k�+�l��0

+� ��− 1�k+1� fx

fy − l/�
+

fy

fx − k/��
���̂HF,a�hn��fx −

k

�
,fy −

l

�
,t��� , �44�

here the sum over the indices �k , l� is practically limited
o a range of a few units in the implementation of the ac-
ual calculation, and the case �k , l�= �0,0� is skipped, as
he HF phase spectrum is null in the low-spatial-
requency range. Now, we can compute the aliasing PS.
ssuming that the temporal correlation of the phase spec-

rum from f to f− �k , l� /� is negligible—which is accept-
ble as we know that the turbulent-phase PS drops
harply at high spatial frequency—and assuming as
sual independence of the turbulent layers, we find

���LF,HF��f�

= �LF�f�
f x

2f y
2

f 4 �
n=1

N

�sinc2�
tf · v�hn��

� �
k,l=−�

�k�+�l���

+� � fx

fy − l/�
+

fy

fx − k/��
2

Fp�fx −
k

�
,fy −

l

�
�

�M	���a�hn���fx −
k

�
,fy −

1

�
��� , �45�

here the turbulent phase PS is piston-filtered, as usual.
quation (45) has singularities at �fx=0,k=0�, �fy=0, l
0�, and �fx , fy�= �0,0�. Calculation of the limits gives

���LF,HF��0,fy�

= �LF�0,fy��
n=1

N

�sinc2�
tfyvy�hn��

� �
l=−�

l�0

+�

Fp�0,fy −
l

�
�M	���a�hn���0,fy −

l

�
�� , �46�

���LF,HF��fx,0�

= �LF�fx,0��
n=1

N

�sinc2�
tfxvx�hn��

� �
k=−�

k�0

+�

Fp�fx −
k

�
,0�M	���a�hn���fx −

k

�
,0�� , �47�
���LF,HF��0,0�

= �LF�0,0��
n=1

N

�
k=−�

k�0

+�

Fp�−
k

�
,0�M	���a�hn���−

k

�
,0� ,

=�LF�0,0��
n=1

N

�
l=−�

l�0

+�

Fp�0,−
l

�
�M	���a�hn���0,−

l

�
� .

�48�

. Phase-Noise Power Spectrum
he WFS noise—in open loop—is a random quantity, with
white spectrum bounded to the LF domain �fx� , �fy�
fWFS. It is also discrete, defined only at the WFS sam-

ling positions (centers of lenslets), and has the same unit
s the WFS output, a two-component slope ns�r , t�
�ns,x�r , t� ,ns,y�r , t�� for a SH-WFS.
The noise variance �n

2 is basically a function of the WFS
ntegration time, guide star brightness and color, subap-
rture size relative to the telescope diameter, and a few
ther parameters that depend on the sophistication level
f the WFS modeling and type (see Refs. 25 and 26 for
FS noise variance models).
From the WFS noise, the reconstructor gives rise to the

hase noise term ��LF,n; see Eq. (16). Its amplitude spec-
rum is given by

��̂LF,n�f,t� = R̂ · n̂s�f,t� =
fxn̂s,x�f,t� + fyn̂s,y�f,t�

2�if 2 sinc��fx�sinc��fy�
,

�49�

rom which it is straightforward to get the phase noise PS

	���LF,n��f� =
�LF�f�N�f�

4�2f 2 sinc2��fx�sinc2��fy�
, �50�

here we have assumed that the slope noise in x and y
re not correlated and are of the same magnitude. N�f�
epresents the spatial PS of the slope white noise, and is
he same for both components of ns. It is constant within
he domain �fx� , �fy�� fWFS and zero outside, and is related
o the noise variance by

�n
2 =� �

�fx�,�fy��fWFS

N�f�d2f = N�2. �51�

ith this last equation, the presentation of the founda-
ions of the phase-spatial PS method for analytical mod-
ling of the adaptive-optics-point-spread function (AO-
SF) is terminated.

. PAOLA

ur analytical method has been implemented in an IDL-
ased code, PAOLA, Performance of Adaptive Optics for
arge or Little Apertures. Here, we present a few ex-
mples of execution on a Gemini-like telescope with a
ypical Mauna Kea turbulence profile. Atmosphere, tele-
cope, and AO system parameters are given in Table 1.
ost of the AO parameters correspond to the Gemini-
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orth AO system, ALTAIR (ALTitude-conjugate Adaptive
ptics for the InfraRed).

Figure 1 shows the aniso–servo PS [see Eq. (33)]. The
ymmetry of the PS is oriented toward the direction of the
GS, here +60°. The servo-lag error smooths out the
nisoplanatism effect in the main wind direction, which
as set here to +45°. In Fig. 2, we show the WFS aliasing
S [see Eqs. (45)–(48)]. Note that aliasing can be elimi-
ated by low-pass filtering of the phase at the WFS input
ocal plane (see Ref. 28). The WFS noise PS is shown in
ig. 3 [see Eq. (50)]. Only the low spatial frequencies are
ffected by WFS noise. In Fig. 4 we show the total PS, the
um of the LF components plus the fitting error PS [see
q. (22)]. A section of the phase PS before and after AO
orrection is shown in Fig. 5.

From the total LF and HF PS, we computed the LF and
F structure functions [Eq. (8)], Fig. 6. We see that both

tructure functions saturate at twice the phase variance
dashed–dotted lines), a fact that can be demonstrated by
aking the infinite limit of Eq. (8). The structure functions
scillate with a period of �1.2 m, twice the DM actuator
itch �0.6 m�. Such an oscillation is due to the sharp tran-
ition from the LF to HF domain in the DM spatial filter
odel, and we can expect in a real system this transition

o be smoother, the oscillations less pronounced. The AO
TF calculated from the sum of the structure functions is

hown in Fig. 7, after multiplication with the telescope
TF. Seeing-limited and telescope OTFs are shown for

omparison. Figure 8 shows the associated PSF profiles.
ithin the corrected field half-width �ao=�fAO (here

.287�) associated with the AO cutoff frequency, the AO
SF follows the telescope PSF, with an attenuation factor
iven by the Strehl ratio; as one gets closer to the �ao
oundary, the effect of aliasing can be seen as an increase
f the PSF intensity; beyond, the PSF halo follows the
eeing-limited PSF trend, with a few residual oscillations
rom the telescope PSF Airy rings. This interpretation
omes from the fact that (1) the amplitude PSF (focal
lane phasor) can be interpreted as the angular spectrum
f the pupil phasor, and a feature in the pupil plane at a
patial frequency f will appear at the position �f in the
ocal plane, and (2) in the small phase perturbation re-
ime, i.e., �����1 rad, the wings of the intensity PSF can
e shown to be proportional to the phase PS (see Refs. 4
nd 27). As a consequence, we can interpret the PS in
erms of structures in the PSF: For instance the WFS
oise will mainly affect the core of the PSF, the aniso–
ervo error will affect symmetrically the regions close to
he PSF core in the direction of the NGS and the main
ind direction, and the aliasing will generate a transition

rom the PSF diffraction-limited core to the PSF seeing-
imited halo at the �ao boundary.

We show now in the following figures some examples of
O parameter trade-off studies for a classical AO system
n a Gemini-like telescope. The whole calculation for all
ases took a couple of minutes to complete. In Fig. 9, we
how the effect of the WFS temporal sampling frequency
n the Strehl ratio, for four NGS magnitudes, 10, 11, 12,
nd 13. If the sampling frequency is optimized for each
agnitude (respectively, 400, 200, 130 and 100 Hz for the

xample AO system chosen here), then the Strehl ratio
an be kept above 60%. On the left of the same figure, we
ote that the different magnitude cases overlap: This is
xplained by the fact that at low sampling frequency, i.e.,
ong integration time, the noise spectrum is greatly re-
uced, leaving the servo-lag error as the main component
f the phase error, which is independent of the NGS mag-

Table 1. Atmosphere, Telescope, and Adaptive
Optics System Parameters

Telescope and Atmosphere AO System

� M1,2 7.9, 1.2 m Actuator density 1
� 1.65 �m DM height 0 km

Seeing 0.7� NGS angle 5�
r0��� 0.605 m NGS orientation 60°
L0 30 m WFS int. time 10 ms

�Hlayers	 6636 m Loop time lag 0.8 ms
�0��� 5.9� NGS magnitude 12

�Vlayers	 19.3 m/s NGS temperature 6000 K
�0��� 9.8 ms WFS readout noise 5 e/px

ig. 1. Aniso–servo power spectrum (1/8 power-law scaling)
ithin the LF domain; see parameters in Table 1.

ig. 2. Aliasing power spectrum (1/8 power-law scaling) within
he LF domain; see parameters in Table 1.
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itude. At high sampling frequency, the inverse situation
ccurs, and curves for different magnitudes no longer
verlap.

Figure 10 shows the effect of DM actuator density, de-
ned as � /r0, for the same NGS magnitudes as above. For

ow actuator density, HF phase and aliasing dominate the
rror, so curves overlap as before. At high actuator den-
ity, the spreading of the NGS photons into more and
ore subapertures decreases the WFS signal-to-noise ra-

io: The optimal actuator density is indeed a function of
he NGS magnitude.

Finally, we show in Fig. 11 the effect of the
nisoplanatism error on the 50% encircled energy diam-
ter (EED) for a NGS off-axis separation of 0 to 30�, for
ur usual magnitudes. For an on-axis NGS, we see basi-
ally the effect of WFS noise, servo-lag, and aliasing. In-
reasing the off-axis NGS angle obviously increases the
ED. Let us assume that for a significant improvement of

ig. 3. WFS noise power spectrum (1/8 power-law scaling)
ithin the LF domain; see parameters in Table 1.

ig. 4. Total phase power spectrum (1/8 power-law scaling).
patial frequency domain has been extended to twice the LF
oundary to show the fitting error power spectrum. Note the
quare boundary between the low (corrected) and the high spa-
ial frequency domains. See parameters in Table 1.
spectroscopic measurement, the EED has to be reduced
y a factor of two relative to the seeing-limited case.
hen, the field of correction diameter will be �16� to 10�

or 10th to 12th magnitude NGS, and zero (no corrected
eld available) when using a 13th magnitude star. With
uch a result, and using star-count models, it is easy to
valuate what would be the sky coverage for this particu-
ar system and instrument.

In our opinion, a natural application of our code would
e to serve as a PSF performance evaluation tool for a
iven system on a given telescope: The astronomer sets
he parameters of the AO run (seeing and AO system),
nd PAOLA gives automatically and rapidly the expected
SF and OTF, allowing the observer to decide if it is
orthwhile to run the observation, and if so, to have an

ig. 5. fx-cut across the total phase power spectrum shown in
ig. 4. Dashed curve shows the turbulent, uncorrected phase
ower spectrum.

ig. 6. Fitting error and LF phase structure functions. Horizon-
al dashed–dotted lines represent twice the fitting error and LF
ariances. See parameters in Table 1.
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valuation of the associated PSF for a posteriori data pro-
essing.

As a last example, we show in Figs. 12 and 13 an
xtreme-contrast AO (ExAO), instantaneous PSF calcu-
ated with a MC E2E code and PAOLA, for comparison. In
rder to avoid WFS aliasing, spatial filtering of the HF
hase error was implemented into the MC simulation (see
ef. 28). With PAOLA, spatial filtering of HF is simulated
imply by not adding the WFS aliasing component to the
otal residual phase PS. The square field of AO correction
elow angular distance �ao is apparent in both cases. This
xample illustrates an interesting application of our code:
he residual PS can be calculated with PAOLA, and used to
reate AO-corrected phase screens for coronagraphy and
peckle effects studies.

We wanted to show with these few examples how easy
nd fast it is to get a good estimate of the performance of
given AO system using the analytical method. Once the

roperties of the AO system have been understood, a com-

ig. 7. Long exposure OTFs for the telescope, the telescope with
n AO corrected phase (associated with the structure functions
hown in the Fig. 6), and the telescope with an uncorrected tur-
ulent phase. See parameters in Table 1.

ig. 8. Long exposure PSF profiles associated with the OTFs
hown in Fig. 7.
lete, detailed MC E2E model can be built to get a more
etailed analysis of the system’s performance, including
econd-order effects not seen in the first-order analysis.

. CONCLUSIONS
n this paper, we give the fundamental basis for the first-
rder analytical modeling of the long-exposure optical
ransfer function (OTF) of a telescope with adaptive op-
ics (AO). The method relies on the relationship between
he residual phase spatial power spectrum and structure
unction on one hand, and between the structure function
nd the long-exposure AO OTF on the other. This OTF is
ultiplied by the telescope OTF to get the total OTF.
nce the OTF is obtained, getting the long-exposure
oint-spread function (PSF) is simply a matter of comput-
ng a numerical Fourier transform. Comparisons with

onte Carlo simulations show good agreement.

ig. 9. Strehl ratio versus WFS sampling frequency. NGS mag-
itude from 10 (top curve) to 13 (bottom). See other parameters

n Table 1.

ig. 10. Strehl ratio versus DM actuator density. NGS magni-
udes from 10 (top curve) to 13 (bottom). See other parameters in
able 1.
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The model presented here is for a Shack–Hartmann
avefront sensor, with a least-square type reconstructor.
evertheless, other wavefront sensor type modeling is
ossible in principle, as it has already been done for a
yramid sensor.24 The next step would be to build a
urvature-sensing model. Such models are useful in mak-
ng quick comparisons of the performance of different
avefront sensor types regarding noise propagation and
liasing issues.
The deformable mirror model we have used here is a

erfect spatial filter one. In practice, deformable mirror
ransfer functions are not so sharp, and in principle we
hould be able to make our model more realistic by using
easured, empirical, deformable-mirror spatial transfer

unctions, instead of the perfect masks we have used here.

ig. 11. 50% encircled energy diameter versus NGS off-axis
ngle. NGS magnitude from 10 (bottom curve) to 13. Horizontal
ashed lines: top, seeing-limited case; bottom, diffraction-limited
ase.

ig. 12. Monte Carlo end-to-end extreme AO simulation: instan-
aneous PSF (log scale). Telescope diameter 7.9 m, wavelength
.65 �m, 44 actuators across the DM, seeing 0.95�, outer scale
0 m, Strehl ratio 95%. WFS aliasing has been optically filtered
courtesy of B. Macintosh and L. Poyneer, poyneer@llnl.gov).
In summary, the theory presented here can be used as
he basis on which to build more and more sophisticated
nalytical models, including new types of wavefront sen-
ors, reconstructors, and deformable-mirror influence
unctions, as long as these models have a practical formu-
ation in the pupil-plane spatial frequency domain.
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